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Slifka Center Launches
Tzedek Fellowship
Social Justice Programs Expand

Natalie Pancer ’14, Hillel Social Action Chair Sammy Greissman ’14 (second
from left), Tzedek Fellow Martin Shapiro ’14, Jen Kramer ’14, and Lucy Gubernick ’14 on Birthright 2011 trip.

Building upon the tremendous success of our American Jewish World Service (AJWS) trip to Ghana last spring, Slifka
Center expanded its Social Justice program with additional
offerings. This fall, spearheaded by Hillel Social Action Chair
Sammy Greissman ’14, Slifka launched the Tzedek Social
Justice fellowship, providing funding, guidance and Jewish
context to nine students working on projects in New Haven and with national and global reach. This spring, Slifka
will once again partner with AJWS on an Alternative Spring
Break trip (to India), and launch a new service program with
JDC-NextGen. And Slifka will offer a domestic Alternative
Spring Break option for students who want to explore community service closer to home. (See back page for details.)
The Tzedek Fellows this fall are addressing a variety of issues
including personal and community health, education, youth
empowerment and building interest in Jewish philanthropy.
They meet for lunch monthly to talk about their projects
and study Jewish texts with Rabbi Jordie Gerson and Rab-

Emily Langowitz ’12 Volunteers for the Bone Marrow Drive

Bone-Marrow Drive Rallies
Yale’s Jewish Community
Responding to the needs of a beloved member of our community, Slifka Center embarked on a bone-marrow registration drive in early October. A graduate student and young
mother, she was diagnosed with acute myelogenous leukemia (AML), a rare blood disease, earlier this fall, and the likelihood of a match from within the Jewish community is higher than from the general population. Spearheaded by Rabbi
Noah Cheses, Slifka partnered with Gift of Life Foundation,
a leading bone-marrow registry. Rabbi Cheses arranged with
GoLF that all of Slifka’s registrants would be processed right
away, and without the usual $54 up-front processing fee, so
that cost would not be a barrier to participation. In return
Slifka committed to reaching out to our community for donations. Yale’s Jewish students, alumni and parents responded generously, donating nearly $6,000 to support the effort.
Rabbi Cheses and Brian J. Fried Ph.D. 2012 (expected) rallied
more than 30 volunteers to help organize and process the
registrations for 11 hours on Columbus Day. “This was really
motivated by a personal story,” Cheses said. “It was motivated by somebody in the community with whom many people
have a relationship.” By registering over 200 new students
and community members, and increasing awareness of the
disease and how anyone can help, Slifka’s efforts will help
countless people here and worldwide who are looking for
their life-saving match. Truly a community in action!

Tzedek Fellows, Fall 2011
(continues on page 11)

Israel on Campus
By Josh Kalla MC ’13, Yale Hillel Israel Chair
Yale Hillel is steadfastly
committed to Israel as a
Jewish and democratic
state with secure and recognized borders and as a
member of the family of
free nations.
Slifka Center, home to
Yale Hillel, has a big Israeli flag flying outside
alongside an American
and Yale flag. We are one
of the few Hillels in the
country who fly an Israeli
Kalla (r) with Hillel Co-President Sam
flag. We are unabashedly
Greenberg ’13 at this year’s Israel Fest
pro-Israel and are not
afraid to show Yale our deep connections to the Jewish state.
We also recognize that there is work to be done to create
lasting peace and prosperity in Israel, and recognize that
some among us may well become leaders and problem solvers engaged in this important work.
In this spirit, we have robust programming surrounding Israel
education that is designed to strengthen Jewish students’
connection to Israel while also reaching out to the broader
community. In educating the campus in this way, we hope
to foster productive, respectful dialog among and between
students from across the political and cultural spectrums.
On one of the first Friday afternoons of the semester, we
hosted Israel Fest on Old Campus celebrating Israel. We had
loud music, good food, and a fun moonbounce that really set
a positive tone towards Israel on campus. Over 400 students
attended the festival and were able to engage in conversations about Israel with Slifka staff and Hillel student leaders,

Over 400 students attended Israel Fest on Old Campus.
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and Israeli shlichot
to New Haven,
register for Yale’s
spring
break
Birthright trip and
learn more about
study-abroad and
post-graduation
opportunities in
Israel
through
Masa. Israel Fest
was partly supAdam Berman ’13, Sarah Krinsky ’12, Shira Petrack ‘12
ported by a grant
from The David Project.
In response to the Palestinian UN statehood bid, we invited
an analyst from The David Project to explain to 40 students
the nature of the statehood bid and we hosted a debate with
the Yale Political Union on the US’s role in response to the bid
with former Congressman Robert Wexler, president of the S.
Daniel Abraham Center for Middle East Peace.
Other recent programs have included a visit from Ishmael
Khaldi, Israel’s highest ranking Muslim diplomat in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (with help from JNF), who spoke about
Israel’s respect for minority rights and the opportunities he
has living as a Bedouin in Israel. Rabbi Noah Cheses, our JLIC
Associate Rabbi at Slifka, led a text-study on Jewish law and
the Shalit deal while Yale Friends of Israel has been tabling
on campus to educate students about Gilad and get them to
sign a welcome home card from Yale. In the coming weeks,
we will be inviting Gideon Meir, Israel’s Ambassador to Italy,
and Asa Kasher, an Israeli philosopher who authored the IDF’s
Code of Ethics, to address students.
Specific Israel advocacy work includes the forming of an Israel
Political Council (IPC) that works to educate campus leaders,
members of Congress and candidates for elected office. IPC
has been engaging the Ward One Alderman candidates, two
Yale students who will likely go on to have long and success-
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Yale Awarded ICC Grant to
Study Israel on Campus
Yale Hillel has been awarded
an ICC grant to study Israel
education, advocacy and
attitudes on the Yale Campus.
Using this grant, Yale Friends
of Israel and Yale Hillel will produce a report on the current
trends in Israel opinion and education at Yale. The study
will include measuring the attitudes of current Yale students
through focus groups and surveys of faculty, alumni, and
administrators, and review the syllabi and course materials
of Yale classes (both credit and non-credit) that discuss
Israel. Throughout the process of compiling the report and
especially after it is completed, the project team will meet
with campus leaders from the student body, faculty, and
administration to share findings and help to implement
recommendations so that Israel receives a fairer and more
balanced approach at Yale. The ICC Israel Advocacy Grant
Program is supported by the AVI CHAI Foundation.
(Israel on Campus continued from previous page)

ful political careers, and soon will meet with Congresswoman
Rosa DeLauro. This past weekend, Jonathan Kessler, AIPAC’s
Leadership Development Director, spoke to the Council
about the AIPAC model and how to be effective pro-Israel
student activists. The Council is led by Adam Berman ‘13, a
former AIPAC intern.

2011 Slifka/Birthright group

Spring Break 2012
Taglit-BirthrightIsrael
This March, more than 60 Yale students will join a TaglitBirthrightIsrael, trip led by Slifka’s own Rabbis Noah Cheses
and Megan Doherty. Together, the group will learn about,
question and explore the best of Israel: from the Old City of
Jerusalem to the nightlife of Tel Aviv; from the beauty of the
Golan Heights in the north to the spectacular desert canyons
of the south. The group will meet Israeli Jews and Arabs who
will help teach them about the complexities of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. And the group will have a chance to connect
with Yale alumni who are living in Israel. In preparation for
the trip, the group will spend time together, getting to know
each other and preparing intellectually and emotionally for the
spring break adventures.

The Slifka Center, Yale Hillel and Yale Friends of Israel work
hard, and work smart, to educate students, reach out to
leaders, and develop and support a thoughtful, passionate
pro-Israel community at Yale. What I have learned and seen
personally is that there are, among the Yale student community, many personal connections to Israel that are deepened
and expanded, and many new connections that are created
and nurtured, through these diverse programs.
The most beautiful moment for me came on Simchat Torah,
when the Jewish community gathered together for Hakafot
and dancing throughout campus. After nearly three hours
of singing and dancing, we returned to the Slifka Center to
return the Torah scrolls to the Ark. After we finished reading
the traditional liturgy, we spontaneously broke into singing
Hatikvah. At this moment, I knew that, despite the concerns
raised by some in
the Jewish community,
many
young American
Jews still feel a
deep
connection to Israel. I
couldn’t help but
cry.

Commencement
Weekend
May 18 – 21, 2012
Slifka Center will be open for minyanim and meals
during Commencement Weekend, including Friday
Night Shabbat Dinner and our famous Sunday Bagel Brunch for graduating seniors and their families.
Please check our website in the coming months for
information about programs and meal reservations.

www.slifkacenter.org
Hillel Co-President Sam Gardenswartz ’13 (on right)
with Ariella Kristal ’14 and Shuaib Raza ‘14.
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Slifka Arts
Israeli Artist Showcased with
Exhibition and Reception
Pattern Language, paintings from the Israel Series by Jerusalem born artist Shulamith Nebenzahl Levine (pictured below-left, foreground) was on
view from October 4 to November 13 in the Allan and Leah Rabinowitz
Gallery. The show featured select abstract paintings of Tel Aviv, Jaffa, and
Jerusalem, and was accompanied by a full retrospective catalog produced
by Slifka Center’s Arts Director Thea Buxbaum. The exhibition and catalog
featured an exquisite piece, Jaffa (pictured left), on loan from the collection
of Dan ’51 and Joanna Rose, close friends of the artist. Her works appear
in several other private collections including author Aharon and Yehudith
Appelfeld.
Slifka celebrated the artist and her work (left and below) on October 27th,
and were treated to an inspired, impromptu talk by Sterling Professor Emeritus Geoffrey Hartman (below), who poetically interpreted Shula’s journey
through Israel as depicted on her canvases. Ms. Nebenzahl Levine is no
stranger to the Yale campus. She was a Branford resident fellow in the 80s,
and her son Haninah, BR ’05, is in his third-year at Yale Law School. This is
the first time she has showed her work in New Haven.
Yinshi Lerman-Tan ’11, a former Blanksteen Fellow at The Jewish Museum, wrote a beautiful essay on Nebenzahl Levine’s work for the catalog.
The catalog’s introduction, written by Buxbaum and Rabbi James E. Ponet
’68, is excerpted here:
Inspired by and highly sensitive to her environments, Nebenzahl Levine’s
work evidences a significant shift upon her return to her native Israel in
“Jaffa,” on loan from the collection of Dan ’51 and Joanna Rose
2000 after decades living in the United States. Her focus turned to the
ecological, spiritual, and environmental patterns that make up a country steeped in four thousand years of history: developing
urban, rural and imagined landscapes that allow for reflection on the centrality of religion and sacrifice in everyday life.
Nebenzahl Levine’s Israel is ritual-based and politically charged. She explores the repetitions of the quotidian by building grids
of color and textures that track the direction and energy of peoples, environments and movements. The velocity of her paintings is governed by her pattern-making and thus references the steadiness of everyday life—praying, working and commuting
(repeat), the slowness of the setting sun (repeat) and the undulating waves of the ocean pressing into the city shoreline (repeat).
Repeat, repeat, repeat…

Shulamith Nebenzahl Levine (pictured in foreground)

Sterling Professor Emeritus Geoffrey Hartman (far right)

Arts at Slifka is supported by a generous grant from Barbara Slifka.
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Artist-in-Residence Weekend
Danielle Durschlag, Relative Unknowns
Over the weekend of September 15-18, Slifka Center welcomed artist and
teacher Danielle Durschlag, whose Relative Unknowns, an exhibition of small
cut paper collages on vintage family photographs, was featured in the Allan
and Leah Rabinowitz Gallery.
From a distance, the portraits appear to be paintings, but are in fact constructed from hundreds of layers of paper. The works’ pictorial coherence is achieved
through a layering technique similar to under painting, whereby the artist begins with broad layers of neutral grays and adds lighter details of earth tones
and whites to illuminate and define focal points. While Durchslag adopts this
technique that was a favorite of Vermeer and Rembrandt, she makes it her
own by using paper, allowing for new breath to invigorate the bodies of the
Unknowns.
Durchslag excavates old photographs of her ancestors from her family’s basements and attics, individuals whose specific identities and names have been lost
to time. Her portraits tell the fading story of a specific Jewish American history
and honor forgotten
family members. The
resulting
portraits
serve as stand-ins
for the millions lost
to their descendents.

Danielle Durschlag (left) with her mother and grandmother, in
front of her portrait of their family.

On Sunday, Durschlag ran a collage workshop with Yale
students and Yale Hillel Children’s School students, who got a
chance to work with their own family photos.

Young Jewish Author Series
Curated by Rabbi Jordie Gerson and New York Times Journalist Marc Oppenheimer JE ’96, ’03 PhD
On September 14, Author Shalom Auslander and Rabbi Jordie
Gerson discussed his controversial best-selling novel Foreskin’s
Lament in Susman Hall with a group of riveted students.

	
  

Shalom Auslander (center armchair) with Rabbi Jordie Gerson (far
right) in Susman Hall.

On November 2nd, Author
Joshua Foer ‘04 came to Slifka
to talk with students about his
best-selling book, “Moonwalking
With Einstein”, a chronicle of his
journey to the Memory Championships in 2006, which he
embarked on as a participatory
journalist, but eventually won.
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Student Program Highlights
Rabbi Harold Kushner: Things they
didn’t teach you about Yom Kippur
The Slifka Chapel was packed on October 5 as noted Rabbi Harold Kushner joined us for dinner and gave a talk to the Slifka community. Kushner,
author of “Why Bad Things Happen to Good People” is known for digging deep and reaching wide in his efforts to find meaning and connection between ancient texts and modern life. His talk inspired many to
rethink their approach to Yom Kippur and the Days of Awe.
According to Kushner, Kol Nidrei is the “national anthem of the Jewish
people” in that it articulates the notion that we are not perfect and G-d is
ok with that. He says “we are welcomed into Yom Kippur with open arms,
even though we have fallen short of our commitments and not upheld our
promises to G-d and to one another.” And Kushner offered that “often
times we poison our relationship with G-d by thinking that he expects us
to be perfect. Kol Nidrei comes at the very beginning of the Yom Kippur
service in order to refute that completely.” In his wide-ranging talk, he
often asked the audience for their interpretations and understanding of
traditions, then offered his take.
“Why do we fast on Yom Kippur?” he asked, and students offered a variety answers: “to feel hunger and be open;” “to be
vulnerable;” “to give up something in repentance.” Rabbi Kushner offered another point of view: “There are many nice reasons,
but the one that I hold to is that we fast in order to restrain our instincts. I believe that the essence of humanity is to superimpose
choice upon instinct. Animals cannot do this; only human can. This capacity is what lies at the heart of holiness. We create holiness in our lives through the choices that we make. This is also the essence of the rules of Kashrut and fidelity to one’s spouse
which are Jewish ways of actualizing our humanity by choosing to act as opposed to acting instinctively.“
For Yom Kippur, and more generally, Rabbi Kushner gave the community much to think about.

New Prayer Books Donated
Among the highlights of the Conservative/Egalitarian High Holy Days at Yale
this fall were the presentation of 1,000 new prayer books, Mahzor Lev Shalem.
A gift of the Seligson family in memory of their parents, David and Harriet
Seligson, Lev Shalem adds depth and meaning to the High Holy Days observance with the addition of new commentary, historical context and reflections
from great Jewish thinkers including Abraham Joshua Heschel, Martin Buber,
contemporary Israeli and American poets, and leading rabbis in the Conservative movement and beyond.
Moonbounce
at Israel Fest

Bagel Brunch

Casual
Dining
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Musical Evenings
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Pechter in South Sudan training a new polling team.

Adam Pechter ’93
Matisyahu Visits Yale
On Sunday, September 4, world-renowned Hassidic reggae
artist Matisyahu spoke at the Slifka Center, stressing the connection between his music and his Judaism. Following his
talk, he joined a small group of students for dinner in Slifka’s
seminar room, before his sold-out concert at Toad’s Place.
With support from the Frank Bernstein ’61 Family Music
Endowment, Slifka offered 200 students discounted tickets
to attend the show.

Shabbat
Unplugged
Slifka Center offers many
opportunities to welcome
the Sabbath each week,
within our walls and across
the campus, offering both
traditional a contemporary modes of Jewish celebration to our community.
Shabbat Unplugged, held
many Friday evenings in
Dwight Hall this fall, incorporates live music and lots
of joy into a non-traditional
service. Our group of talented musicians leads us through
an abbreviated form of Kabbalat Shabbat, where beautiful
melodies are interspersed with time for quiet reflection and
a d’var torah. Shabbat Unplugged is open to everyone, and
is attended both by students who are regular participants in
other Slifka minayanim and students for whom this is their
only connection to Jewish worship. Shabbat Unplugged is
coordinated by Rabbi Megan, with musical leadership provided by Micah Hendler ‘11. The other musicians for Fall
2011 are: Atid Kimelman ’13; Ethan Kyzivat ’15; Celia Rostow ’13; Sam Schoenburg ’11 and Jourdan Urbach ’13.

Middle East Polling and Insights
Adam Pechter SM ’93 visited campus in early November for
a student brunch at Slifka followed by a Silliman Master’s
Tea. At the Tea, students were riveted as Adam shared stories of his work polling in the Middle East, and some of
the surprising results of his work. Adam’s company, Pechter
Polls, is a leading provider of current attitudes and opinions
of citizens throughout the Middle East, to clients including
the UN, the State Department and multi-national corporations. Pechter’s approach, recruiting and training indigenous
populations to do face-to-face polling, has garnered unique
insights compared to traditional polling methods. During
the Q & A, many students were interested in the career-path
that might lead to such work, and Adam shared a variety of
avenues where a Yale-trained mind could add great value
to polling-based research, including the State Department,
civilian military positions and others.
Prior to the Master’s Tea, Adam shared brunch with a group
of students who will be engaged this spring in a campuswide poll on knowledge about and attitudes towards Israel.
The students shared their planned approach and Adam
provided some tactical strategies to accomplish their goals
to measure the current campus environment vis-à-vis Israel
while establishing benchmarks for future review of progress.

Magevet, Yale’s Jewish a capella group
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Eli’s Mishpacha
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‘54 & Brenda Oestreich, parents of Elizabeth Oestreich Fein,
PC ‘82, grandparents of Kate Fein PC ‘14; Michael Pearce SM
’09 (Mishpacha SF Board Member); Roy Niedermayer SY ’69
& Gail Ross, P ’06; Ronen Olshansky TD ’86; Avital S. Rutenberg Schoenberg BR ’09; David JE ’01 & Michele Slifka (Slifka
Trustees); David JE ’78 & Karen Sobatka, P ’15. – Look for
us in the Alumni Village at next year’s Princeton Game!

New York City: 300 Alumni and
Family attend Panel Discussion

New Haven: Tailgate at The Game
On a sunny Saturday morning, the Slifka Center welcomed
dozens of Jewish students, alumni and family to our second
annual Eli’s Mishpacha Tailgate at The Yale Bowl -- A warm
highlight on an otherwise disappointing day of competition
on the field.
Rabbi James Ponet ’68 and his wife Elana (P ’97), Executive Director Steven Sitrin, Rabbis Jordie Gerson and Megan
Doherty, Development Director and Mishpacha co-founder
Colin Weil ’88, Annual Fund and Alumni Relations Manager Jennifer Rogin Wallis, Operations Director Jim Hess and
Events Director Chino Kwan all pitched-in to set-out a terrific spread of kosher food from the Slifka kitchen, catered
warmed Kosher bbq brisket, beef franks, bbq chicken and
vegetarian chili, lots of delicious baked goods and mimosas,
bloody marys, beer and kosher wine.
Guests included: Michelle Arkow SM ’08; Ron & Sharon
Berman, parents of Kate CC ’11 & Marjorie CC ’13; Mordechai BK ’78 & Wendy Beizer, with daughters Nina ’12 & Allie
’15; Robert Bildner DC ‘72 & Elisa Spungen Bildner BR ‘75, P
‘06, ’09, ’10, ’16; Abby Burman JE ’86; Jerry TC ‘41 & Libby
Cohen, and their son Adam Cohen ES ’77; Jennifer Cohen
MC ’09; Robert Cole, JE ’75; Mickey Dobbs TC ’92; Alec Ellison BR ’84, P ’15; Mike Greenwald SY ’75, ’81 SOM (NYC
Mishpacha Board Member); Brian Hamer MC ’78 with son
Sam ’13; Brian Hammerstein SM ’85; Andrew Klaber
TC ’04 (NYC Mishpacha Board Member); Brian
Levin SM ’11; Sophia Lufkin JE ’11; Bernard
Lumpkin ’91 & Carmine Boccuzzi ’90; Hilla
Meller CC ’08; Zeke Miller JE ’11 (NYC
Mishpacha Board Member); David PC
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On
the
evening
of November 3, Eli’s
Mishpacha
presented
“Building
the American Jewish
Future: Religion, Israel
and Identity” a panel
discussion with Peter Beinart ‘93, Rebecca Neuwirth ‘97,
Jonathan Sarna ’79 PhD, and Yale Judaic Studies Professor
Elli Stern, PhD. The panel was moderated by Abby Pogrebin
’87. Nearly 300 attended the event, hosted by Central Synagogue. Guests were welcomed to “Battel in New York” by
Central’s own Senior Cantor Angela (Warnick) Buchdahl ’93
and Associate Rabbi Michael Friedman ’99. The panel was introduced by Mishpacha NYC board member Mitch Raab, ’95,
who organized the event. Look for transcripts and podcast
content on the new Mishpacha website in January.

San Francisco: Sukkot Potluck
On October
15, SF Young
Alumni got
together to
celebrate
Sukkot at the
apartment
of Michael
Pearce
‘09
(standing,
right),
attracting members of the classes of ‘09, ‘10, and ‘11, lots of
lulaving, an exceptional etrog and no shortage of shchach.

If you would like to get involved with Mishpacha Programming in your home town, please contact
Jennifer at jennifer.wallis@yale.edu or 203-432-7376. www.elismishpacha.org
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Toda Raba/Thank You
Founders &
BUILDING DONORS
Anonymous
Herbert L. Abrons z”l
Arnold J. z”l and Lucille Alderman
Robert z”l and Louise Arias
Charles B. Benenson z”l
Robert Bildner and Elisa Spungen Bildner
Goldie and David Blanksteen
The Jacob and Hilda Blaustein Foundation
Charles F. Bronfman
Ellen Bronfman Hauptman
Scott B. Cantor and Lisa E. Stone
Joe Capasso Enterprises
In Memory of Henry N. Cohn
Joseph z”l and Joan z”l Cullman
Peter and Julie Cummings
Nathan David z”l
The Dimeo Companies
Leon and David Doret, in Memory
of Rose Doret
The Allan and Arthur D. Emil Families
Emily Fine and Stephen Stein
In Memory of Iris Fischer
Iris z”l and David Fischer
Gary and Linda Friedlaender
Jonathan M. Friedman
Michael and Carole Friedman
Rabbi Herbert A. z”l and
Francine Friedman
Jerrold P. Fuchs
Dr. Michael and Edith Gelfand
In Memory of H. Lee Gendler,
Class of 1955
In Honor of Robin S. Golden
The Merle and Marshall Goldman Family
In Memory of Sylvia Greenwold
Bob, Peggy and Donald Gries
In Memory of Robert Hays Gries
In Memory of Rose and Irving Halpern
Andrew and Ellen Hauptman
The Hendel Family of Connecticut
Three Generations at Yale
Samuel z”l and Ronnie Heyman
The Family of Harold E. Hoffman
Howard M. Holtzmann
In Honor of Miriam and William Horowitz
Jewish Foundation of Greater New Haven
The Karetsky Family
Jonathan D. Katz and Susan Lustman Katz
The Kern Family, in Memory of Aaron
H. Rubenfeld
Drs. Robert and Ruth King
Arthur J. z”l and Sara Jo Kobacker
Henry Kohn z”l
Bertha z”l and Jack z”l Konowitz
David z”l and Eve Kotkin

Dr. Allen and Barbara Levy
Columbus, Ohio
Belda and Marcel Lindenbaum
Leo Links
The Lucius N. Littauer Foundation
Sivia and Jeffrey Loria
Marlene and Sandy Louchheim
In Memory of Dr. Donald Cohen
by Norma z”l & Bernard Lytton
In Memory of David Henry Marks
Jack, Martha, Lori and Stephen Matloff
Sandy and Katy Mayerson
David and Harriet Mazer
David Messer and Barbara Duberstein
In Memory of Eugene Meyer III
Joseph and Rebecca Meyerhoff
Philanthropic Fund
Rebecca and Nathan Milikowsky
The Paul z”l and Irma Milstein Family
Jerome Meyer and Roslyn Milstein Meyer
Andrew and Iris Morse
Enid and Lester Morse
In Memory of Hannah Senesh 1921-1944
Family of Monroe and Florence Nash
Offitbank
In Memory of Oskar Oliner and
Shimon Sumner
Zachary, Jonathan and David Paris &
Nancy Cowen
Richard and Kayla Pechter
In Memory of Milton Petrie
Suzanne z”l and Lionel Pincus z”l
William and Lia Poorvu
Allan and Leah Rabinowitz
The Riesman Family
I. Budd z”l and Ruth Rockower z”l
Daniel and Joanna S. Rose & Family
Frederick P. and Sandra Rose z”l & Family
Susan and Elihu Rose Foundation
Edward H. and Evelyn B. Rosen
James J. and Laura Ross
In Memory of Mark Rothko
The Russell Shapiro Family
Harry and Carol Saal & Family
Edmond J. Safra z”l
In Memory of Ruth G. Schapiro
Richard and Nancy z”l Schneller
In Memory of Melvin L. Schottenstein
Charles and Lynn Schusterman
Family Foundation
In Memory of Tillie Derecktor Schwartz
In Memory of Arthur L. Shapiro
William and Adrianne Silver
Alan z”l and Virginia Slifka
Barbara Slifka
Sylvia Slifka z”l, in Memory of
Joseph Slifka

Jeffrey and Susan Stern
Michael and Peter Stern
In Memory of Harry and Helene Susman
Stephen and Karen Susman z”l
Peter and Dale Wang
Craig z”l and Marla Wasserman
Sam Weintraub, Jr. z”l
Robert F. and Patricia Ross Weis
Lois & David Weltman and Family
Moshe and Libby Werthan
In Memory of John Clyde White, III
The Yenkin, Krakoff, Levinson &
Levit Families
Young Israel House
In Honor of Ariel and Benjamin
Gantz Zahler
Morton H. and Audrey E. Zalutsky
Barbara and Benjamin Zucker
Donald and Barbara Zucker
Lotty and Charles Zucker
Eugene z”l and Sandra Zwillinger
Sustainers
The Auerbach Family
Bernsteins, Yalies Through Eight Decades
In Memory of Dr. Donald J. Cohen
Dr. Milton z”l and Gladys z”l Godfried
In Memory of Ruth and Norman Goren
In Honor of Howard and Anne Gottlieb
The Hammers in Memory of Rabbi
Richard J. Israel
Dr. Irving z”l and Alice Krall
Barbara and Eugene z”l Kummel
The Marx and Better Families
In Memory of Samuel V. and
Marjorie Price
In Memory of Herbert and Shirley Rosen
In Memory of Mary and William
Rosenwald
Dr. Meyer z”l and Frances Samson
In Memory of Rose and Jack Schwartz
Joseph B. and Marilyn G. Schwartz
In Memory of Sylvia Slifka
Mark z”l and Bernice z”l Sobotka
Stephen L. Stulman
In Memory of Frances and Guster Varet
Major Donors 2010-2011*
Max and Linda Addison
Paul and Alexandra Balser
Mordechai and Wendy Beizer
Robert and Linda Burt
Scott Cantor and Lisa Stone
Clifford Chance US LLP
Peter D. and Julie Fisher Cummings
Michael R. Dockterman and
Laura B. Di Giantonio

Michael J. and Susan Brenner Edwards
Robert and Margaret Fagenson
James and Shelley Fisher Fishkin
Deborah Fried and Kalman Watsky
Linda K. and Gary E. Friedlaender
David and Meryl Gordon
Neil D. Herbsman and Carole R. Bernstein
Hillel: The Foundation for Jewish
Campus Life
Jacob & Lillian Holtzmann Foundation /
Judge Howard M. Holtzmann
Janice L. Honigberg and John Hedges
Jewish Federation of Greater New Haven
Jonathan D. and Susan Lustman Katz
The Ed Lee and Jean Campe
Foundation, Inc. / Michael Katz
Ruth G. King and Steven Ryave
Joseph and Judith Klein III
The Estate of George Kleman
David and Barbara Messer
Nathan and Rebecca Milikowsky
Andrew and Iris Morse
Michaela Panter and Yevgeny Gelfand
David H. Paris and Nancy S. Cowen
Aldo and Elizabeth Parisot
Andrew J. Peck
William and Lia Poorvu
Allan and Leah Rabinowitz
Robert and Arleen Rifkind
Deborah Rose and Jan Stolwijk
David Rosen and Barbara Goren
Christopher H. Rothko and Lori L. Cohen
William and Alice Russell-Shapiro
Martin and Jane Sachs
Laurence Schiffres
David and Rena Schlussel
Stacy H. Schusterman and Steven Dow
Alan and Ilsa Schwartz
William and Lucy Schwartz
Constance Shapiro
Jerry and Judith Shulman
Alan B. Slifka Foundation
Alan Slifka z”l and Riva Ritvo
Barbara Slifka
David and Michele Slifka
David and Karen Sobotka
Carol B. Spinner
Harry and Karen Susman
Michael and Elizabeth Varet
Alan and Caryn Viterbi
Philip and Adina Wagman
Richard and Susan Walden
Alan M. Weiner and Nancy Maizels
Bruce A. Wessel and Gail Katz
Ziering Family Foundation
Sandra Zwillinger and Marc Zwillinger

*Contributed $1,000 or more between July 1, 2010 and June 30, 2011. There are still many naming opportunities within the Slifka building,
as well as program endowment needs. Please call Colin A. Weil ’88, Development Director, to discuss giving opportunities at 230-432-4084.
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Meet Sarah and Noah Cheses
Yale’s New JLIC Orthodox
Rabbinic Couple
Rabbi Noah and Sarah
Cheses are Yale’s new
Jewish Learning Initiative on Campus (JLIC)
rabbinic couple. A partnership of the Orthodox
Union and Hillel, JLIC
sends couples to college campuses to give
classes, learn with students, provide homehospitality opportunities for Shabbat and holidays, and serve
as a resource for students on campus.
Rabbi Noah Cheses grew up in Boston where he went to the
Maimonides Day School. He studied at Yeshiva University’s
Honors Program as an undergraduate and at Yeshiva University’s Rabbinical School for his ordination. He has been a
Schottenstein Scholar in Jewish Studies, a Dr. Norman Lamm
Fellow in Jewish Thought, and a Wexner Graduate Fellow.
Noah, a Boston Red Sox fan, is also an avid runner and has
competed in the Boston, Miami, and Jerusalem marathons.
Sarah Weinerman Cheses originates from Columbus Ohio
and received her B.A. in Biology with Honors from Yeshiva
University’s Stern College for Women. She has recently completed the Yoetzet Halacha program at Nishmat in Jerusalem.
As a Yoetzet, she is one of just seven women in the US who
are trained to serve as halachic advisors in the realm of Jewish Family Purity laws. While in Israel, Sarah also worked for
Bishvilaych, a women’s health center in Jerusalem devoted to
promoting preventative medicine and improving the health
care for women in Israel. Sarah is currently pursuing a Master’s degree in Public Health at Columbia University. Sarah
enjoys learning and teaching Torah and has lectured in many
communities in America and Israel. Sarah’s hobbies include
tennis and jewelry making.
Sarah and Noah live close to campus and are the proud parents of Adina Malka, 18 months.

Dining
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Orthodox
Life at Yale
Leah Sarna ’14
Coming from an Orthodox day-school and
a year in an Israeli midrasha, I couldn’t possibly imagine the utopia that is Jewish life at
Yale. I was raised with
values of pluralism,
and I still believe that
all forms of Judaism take part in some ‘great conversation’
about how best to preserve our heritage and serve a larger
purpose. The Orthodox institutions I had been part of up to
now were wonderful for my growth as an observant Jew, but
they each refused to recognize any legitimacy in other varieties of Judaism. Slifka is an entirely different story.
Our Jewish community in many ways brings this ‘great
conversation’ to life every day. Each stripe and shade of Judaism is represented, co-existing and co-mingling, but not
converging.
Our fantastic fleet of Rabbis coupled with Hillel board and
assorted staff members work to ensure that everyone’s individual religious and spiritual needs are met--be they kashrut,
Hebrew or Yiddish classes, meditation, daily minyan, pasto-

Rabbi Noah with the newly established Kosher Kitchen Committee, learning
about kashrut procedures

Relaxing at the piano

Hanukkah 5772 / December 2011
(Orthodox Life continued from previous page)

ral support, Debbie Friedman or bagels. Even though those
needs sometimes cause logistical conflicts, and even though
we pray separately if at all, we can still sit around a table together, harmonizing our zemirot on Shabbat. At an average
weekday dinner in Slifka Dining, our most casual conversations often evolve into comparisons of each denomination’s,
or Judaism-at-large’s viewpoint regarding any issue at hand.
I find the religious Jewish community at Slifka an extremely
exciting and supportive group of people, who I will forever
consider some of my closest friends and most engaging challengers.

Slifka Launches First-Ever
Strategic Plan
Asks for input from the
community
Slifka this fall has launched its first-ever Strategic Plan, led by
Executive Director Steven Sitrin, and Slifka Center Trustees
David ’01 and Michele Slifka. Over the past few months, the
team has interviewed dozens of students, parents, alumni
and community members to identify strengths, weaknesses,
core competencies and program areas for development. For
a broad survey of Yale’s Jewish community, Slifka is teaming
up with Measuring Success, a leading survey and measurement firm founded by Sacha Litman ’95, which works with
many Jewish institutions and communities to provide datadriven analysis and benchmarking.
The online survey was launched via email the first week of
December to students, alumni, parents, faculty, staff and
community members inviting participation, which takes
about ten minutes. If you have received the invitation, we
hope you have or will take a few moments to respond. If you
have not received the email invitation, it is because we don’t
have a current email address for you. Please contact Jennifer
Walls at jennifer.wallis@yale.edu or 203-432-7376 to update
your information and receive a survey invitation.

(Social Justice continued from page 1)

binic Intern (from Chovevai Torah) Ari Hart, co-founder of Uri
L’Tzedek, the orthodox social justice organization.
According to Greissman, “Yale encourages and supports
community service in many wonderful ways, but I thought it
would be powerful to make connections between the work
students are doing and Jewish traditions.” After the first
group meeting, Rabbi Hart observed “For some of students,
this is the first time they’ve explored Judaism’s ancient and
on-going commitment to social justice. It is incredibly gratifying to help make these connections in the students’ hearts
and minds.”
Over the course of the fellowship the students have also
met with JDC’s CEO Steven Schwager and Diana M. Richter,
Founder and Executive Director of New Haven’s Downtown
Evening Soup Kitch (DESK). “The Tzedek grant is allowing
some of the students to work fewer hours at their campusjob to devote more time to their service project,” Greissman
said. “It’s great that we can enable students in this way,”
she added.
Social Justice Programs at Slifka Center are supported by the
Arthur L. Shapiro Social Justice Program Endowment,
a grant from the Seymour L. Lustman Fund, a grant from
the Ziering-Kofman family in memory of Sigi Ziering
and other generous alumni and parents committed to the
Jewish values of Tzedek and Tikkun Olam.

Coming to your
Reunion this Spring?
Please include Slifka Center in your reunion plans:
Cool off from the New Haven heat; enjoy the
Senior Art Exhibition; visit with Rabbi Ponet and
the Slifka staff and learn more about Jewish Life
at Yale today. The building will be open for minyanim, festive meals and more. If you would like
to help organize programs for your class at Slifka
Center, please contact Jennifer Wallis at Jennifer.
wallis@yale.edu or call 203-432-7376.

www.slifkacenter.org
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Coming Soon
Alternative Spring Break at Slifka – More Options to Engage More Students

American Jewish World Service Trip to India – Spring Break 2012
Rabbi Jordie Gerson, in partnership with the American Jewish World
Service will take a group of 12-15 Yale students to Hardoi, in Uttar
Pradesh, India. The group will spend a week living, working, and
learning with the NGO Sarvodaya Ashram (SA). SA was founded as
a Gandhian movement by a group of dedicated social justice activists
in 1981. One of its first major initiatives was the Land Reclamation
Program of the World Bank, considered one of the Bank’s most successful. Over the years SA has expanded both programmatically and
geographically, and now has over 100 full time staff. SA’s focus is land
rights and education for communities affected by caste discrimina2011 Slifka/AJWS group in Ghana
tion, particularly the dalit (untouchable) community. They also work
to advance the status and rights of women and adolescent girls. The ashram is also a place for spiritual renewal. In
keeping with the Gandhian notion of ‘hands-on’ volunteering, our work at the ashram will be very physical as we
help build a multifaith meditation center. Our days will be a mix of work, study, prayer, meals and communal time.
The group will meet several times in preparation for the trip, studying Jewish texts which inform social justice issues.
Students interested in the trip should be in touch with Rabbi Jordie by January 15, 2012: jordie.gerson@yale.edu.

JDC NextGen Leadership Service Trip to Israel
We are excited to announce the first-ever partnership between Slifka and the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC)
on a JDC Short-Term Service program in Israel this March during Yale’s Spring Break. JDC is the world’s largest Jewish humanitarian aid organization and, for over 95 years, has actively pursued its global mission of rescuing Jews in danger, providing relief to
the at-risk or destitute, and supporting Jewish life in developing Jewish communities outside of North America. In addition, JDC
helps Israel meet the needs of its most vulnerable citizens and offers a Jewish response to natural and man-made disasters and
non-sectarian development needs.
Through this partnership with JDC’s Next Generation Initiative, Yale students with previous Israel travel experience who are proven
student leaders will have the opportunity to directly engage with key challenges affecting Israeli society and to actively respond
through a hands-on volunteer project. The students will meet before the trip and share their experience with the Slifka community
upon return. Travel will be scheduled so that students who plan to attend the AIPAC conference in DC can do both, with the group
leaving DC for Israel on Tuesday night March 6th after the close of the conference. Students interested in the program should
reach out to Steven Sitrin at steven.sitrin@yale.edu.

Slifka Launches DIY Alternative Spring Break program in 2012
In response to student interest, Slifka will this year offer a select group of students the opportunity to pursue domestic service
projects over Spring Break. Students must find and secure meaningful volunteer projects, and Slifka will provide travel funds and
arrange home-stays through the Yale Jewish family network. Applications will be called for in January.

p hoto by Jeff Goldbe rg/E STO
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About Slifka Center
The Joseph Slifka Center for Jewish Life at Yale is home to Yale Hillel, The Kosher
Kitchen, Young Israel House at Yale, Yale Friends of Israel, JGAP (Jewish Graduate and
Professional School Students) and other Jewish student groups and programs. Slifka is
a pluralistic, inclusive and respectful community dedicated to nurturing the mind, body
and spirit of Yale’s Jewish community. Slifka offers a wide array of in-roads and outlets
for the expression and exploration of Jewish identity and meaning through ritual and
observance, dialog and learning, contemplation and reflection, dining and celebration. Slifka runs many independent programs, and works to compliment programs offered by Yale’s Judaic Studies program, the Yale Program for the Study of Antisemitism
(YPSA), the Yale Chaplain’s Office, Dwight Hall student volunteer programs and other
groups. Slifka Center is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization.

